A global analysis of function and conservation of catalytic residues in enzymes.
The catalytic residues of an enzyme comprise the amino acids located in the active center responsible for accelerating the enzyme catalyzed reaction. These residues lower the activation energy of reactions by performing several catalytic functions. Decades of enzymology research has established general themes regarding the roles of specific residues in these catalytic reactions, but it has been more difficult to explore these roles in a more systematic way. Here, we review the data on the catalytic residues of 648 enzymes, as annotated in the Mechanism and Catalytic Site Atlas (M-CSA), and compare our results with those in previous studies. We structured this analysis around three key properties of the catalytic residues: amino acid type, catalytic function, and sequence conservation in homologous proteins. As expected, we observed that catalysis is mostly accomplished by a small set of residues performing a limited number of catalytic functions. Catalytic residues are typically highly conserved, but to a smaller degree in homologues that perform different reactions or are non-enzymes (pseudoenzymes). Cross-analysis yielded further insights revealing which residues perform particular functions, and how often. We obtained more detailed specificity rules for certain functions by identifying the chemical group upon which the residue acts. Finally, we show the mutation tolerance of the catalytic residues based on their roles. The characterization of the catalytic residues, their functions, and conservation, as presented here, is key to understanding the impact of mutations in evolution, disease, and enzyme design. The tools developed for this analysis are publicly available at www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/m-csa/.